
A RESOLUTION CALLING FOR THE RATIFICATION OF 

THE EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENT 

 

“Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged 

by the United States or by any State on account of sex.” 

 

 

WHEREAS, the United States Constitution does not expressly guarantee that fundamental rights 

are held equally by all citizens without regard to sex; and  

 

WHEREAS, women continue to face a disproportionate level of employment discrimination, pay 

disparity, health care inequalities, poverty, domestic violence, sexual harassment; and  

 

WHEREAS, while significant advances in women’s rights have been achieved, laws regarding 

gender discrimination vary from state to state; federal laws are not comprehensive; and  

 

WHEREAS, the ERA would apply a single legal test to determine a law’s constitutionality, 

which would guide courts to apply the standard uniformly; and  

 

WHEREAS, ensuring equal protection for all citizens in the US Constitution is necessary; and  

 

WHEREAS, the ERA, originally proposed in 1923, was overwhelmingly passed by Congress in 

1972 and ratified by 35 of the 38 states required; and  

 

WHEREAS, the ERA has since been ratified on March 22, 2017, by Nevada; on May 30, 2018, 

by Illinois; on January 27, 2020, by Virginia; and  

 

WHEREAS, North Carolina remains one of only 12 states which have yet to ratify the ERA; and  

 

WHEREAS, N.C. House Bill 8 and Senate Bill 15, were introduced into both chambers of the 

N.C. General Assembly during the 2021-2022 session where they were assigned to Rules and 

Operations Committees on January 27, 2021; and  

 

WHEREAS, the undersigned call for a renewed effort to ratify the ERA; now, therefore, be it  

 

RESOLVED, that the N.C. General Assembly hold committee hearings on the ERA ratification 

bills in the upcoming legislative session and pursue ratification to the United States Constitution 

as passed by Congress on March 22, 1972.  

 

 

Submitted to the Moore County Democratic Party Convention 

By the Pinehurst A1 Precinct 

March 19, 2022 


